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M-Wave360 Main Platform
Find, share, and secure documents and information

Everything in one place
Organize everything in one place, so you never have to remember where 
it’s saved or which version is the right one.

Simplified document collaboration and editing
Keep track when a file is being edited, preserve old document versions 
and view log history of each change that has been made.

Find the right content instantly
Searching, finding and recovering information is now simple and 
lightning fast (with the extremely efficient local caching of all files).

View and manage everything the way you like
Dynamic views are virtual folders that organize information automatically. 
Manage and view documents and other items exactly how you want to.

Instantly familiar
M-Wave360 integrates directly with the Windows Explorer 
interface. Access the document repository just like a disk drive, and drag 
and drop files into and out of M-Files in seconds.

Microsoft Office Integration
M-Files integrates tightly with Microsoft Office. 

Document Management

Quality & Compliance

Contracts

Human Resources

Records Management

Accounts Payable

Invoice Processing

Project Management

Sharing documents
Sharing documents in M-Wave360 is as easy as a right click.

Access everywhere
Access any document, anywhere, any time.

E-signing
Stay compliant with M-Wave360! Sign documents and objects with 
electronic and digital signatures.

Automatic Permissions
Give control back to the responsible business managers, handle your IT 
resources in the most efficient and smart way with automatic permissions.

Interested? Contact sales@enter.gr



Automate business processes and boost productivity
Get an extra boost in overall productivity while ensuring compliance by 
streamlining common yet time consuming tasks like contract approvals, 
invoicing and more. 

Outlook Integration
Easily save emails and attachments directly to your vault. Smart Folders 
know exactly what documents are and who they are related to. 

Document templates
No need to reinvent the wheel! Save time when creating a new document 
by using an existing template which automatically fills in the right 
information for commonly used documents.

Real-time document collaboration
Simultaneously edit shared documents with co-authoring. Check a 
document out and send the co-authoring link to co-workers, work groups 
and external collaborators to seamlessly edit a single document.

Offline Availability
Accessing important information and documents no matter where you are 
is vital. Offline availability allows you to view, edit and save documents 
even without access to WiFi or a network connection.

Enterprise-grade security
Data security must be a priority for you whether you use M-Wave360 in 
the cloud or run it on your premises. We take your privacy and data 
protection seriously and help you to ensure your content is not 
compromised. M-Wave360 can also help you in fulfilling the technical 
requirements of several industry standards and regulations.

Interested? Contact sales@enter.gr



Extend
the M-Wave360 platform



Vessel Information Management Module

Features
Can handle multiple attachments of any type and format.

Control manuals and forms by using Microsoft Word and 
Microsoft Excel templates. No need to redesign.

Compatibility with any version of Microsoft Office.

Ability to allocate any manual or form to the entire fleet 
or to specific vessels/departments or even roles.

Create, update or modify any manual or form. 

Automated workflow procedures can start, according to 
the status of each document (Template, Draft, Finalized, 
Submitted).

Complete revision and history log.

Advanced Search capabilities even within the
attachments.

Alerting and notification mechanism on status change. 
Form schedule outline for projection or Schedule Report 
(per period).

Equipped with rich data visualisation and analysis tools 
that provide instantly additional insights into the
documents distribution and synchronisation processes.

Integrated with a data extraction and analysis tool for MS 
Excel forms (coming soon).

Ability to connect with any third party source and handle 
these data as well.

All data are encrypted and secured.

The vessel information management module enables you to keep all data and information in a single and secure 
place. This user-friendly module handles all vessel related information and guaranties a significant reduction on 
the administrative time by streamlining the workflow among various business roles while ensuring easy access to 
continuously updated and reliable information.

Interested? Contact sales@enter.gr



Sync Module 

Features
Replicate data across multiple remote locations.

Flexible configuration which allows users to define which 
types of data to sync and in which direction.

Designed to operate on networks with low bandwidth 
and automatically handle with maximum efficiency 
periods of disconnected sessions.

Equipped with appropriate interface to simplify 
configuration, monitoring and troubleshooting.

Ability to enforce rules regarding the maximum volume 
of data that can be exchanged between two 
synchronization nodes.

Differential synchronization for documents created on 
Office Open XML format.

Fast recovery when a connection has been dropped.

Ability to fully manage from the office the entire filing 
structure and the content within on each vessel while 
enforcing the required policies.

Alerts, notifications and reporting on any action, 
including connection time, bandwidth consumption, 
number of documents etc.

NAV Connector 

Features
Payments

Shipping Receipts

Purchase Invoices / Credit Memos

Contracts / Agreements

Purchase Requisitions / Orders

Supplier Information

Workflow processes for Accounts Payable / Receivable.

Keeping all your information in one safe place and having the ability to share them with co-workers is a top 
priority in the shipping industry. The Sync module enhances the quality of collaboration by allowing the 
replication of data and information across multiple locations via smart configurations that allow users to choose 
what to sync and where.

All M-Wave360 connectors allow you to integrate the main platform with external repositories so that you can 
view, modify and share the external content via M-Wave360. With the NAV connector you get the data that any 
vessel needs like shipping receipts, payments, supplier information and more. All accessible, managed and 
shared through the ultra-secure environment of the M-Wave360 platform.

Interested? Contact sales@enter.gr



E-Mail Connector 
According to the latest reviews and statistics reports, the average person sends and receives 100-110 e-Mails 
every day. Many of these e-Mails include attachments that need to be accessible not only to recipient(s), but to 
co-workers, customers, partners, vendors and others work with.

Storing attachments in Outlook prevents other users from accessing important information when needed, and 
saving attachments to shared network folders is an outdated and difficult-to-navigate way to organise and 
manage documents.

Features
Fully compatible with Microsoft Exchange 
2007/2010/2013 & Office 365.

Users can send an e-mail message and, at the same time, 
save it to M-Files vaults by using the “Send and Save to 
M-Wave360” button in the M-Wave360 tab for Microsoft 
Outlook.

The system periodically pulls your emails and 
permanently stores them in M-Wave360.

Every stored email is analyzed and based on dynamically 
or statically defined keywords, thus can be classified 
automatically to a specific group.

Keywords can be defined by users, or can be fetched 
from an external system -ERP, CRM, etc-  through the use 
of connectors.

Emails and related content such as attachments are 
stored only once, no matter how many different copies of 
the same email are present in the several mailboxes. 
Once the message is stored and classified to 
M-Wave360 it remains available even if the original one 
is deleted or destroyed from the Outlook environment.

It is independent of cumbersome PST files and can be 
used as an email archiving repository without the need 
of keeping the emails to Outlook or to an email archiving 
application.

A Unique ID is generated per email.

It provides full-text indexing search on the entire mail 
content even mail attachments.

Email deletion is not allowed.

Provides a built-in security control to prevent users from 
unauthorised access to archived mailboxes.

All data are encrypted and secured.

Offers web-based access for administration.

The entire information can be accessed by an 
M-Wave360 desktop, web or mobile client.

Additional functionalities are implementing and will be 
available in Q3/18, such as:

Ability to access transparently the contents of an 
M-Wave360 vault through MS Outlook environment.

Integration of the M-Wave360 search engine with MS 
Outlook environment to improve significantly the 
performance of email search.

Stored emails can be removed from the Exchange Server 
automatically but they remain accessible through the 
integrated environment of MS Outlook with M-Wave360.

Interested? Contact sales@enter.gr
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